For details on the correct maintenance of powder coat finishes refer to the Bradnam’s maintenance recommendations which can be obtained from your local branch or downloaded from: bradnams.com.au/info-centre/care-maintenance
Bradnam's products are proudly made in Australia and designed specifically to meet all Australian conditions.

Note: Products may be subject to local variation, regulatory requirements and confirmation of structural performance.

**WINDOWS & DOORS**

- INSECT & SAFETY SCREENS
- SHOWER SCREENS
- MIRRORS & WARDROBES
- SPLASHBACKS & SHELVING

COLORBOND® AND ® names are registered trademarks of BlueScope Steel Limited. Over time performance may vary between COLORBOND® Steel and Interpon Powder Coatings due to the different paint technologies used.

The colours displayed on this card are a guide only and have been matched as close as possible to Interpon® production standards as modern printing processes allow. Due to the nature of printing processes, some degree of colour and gloss level variation may occur. Bradnam's recommend the viewing of an aluminium colour swatch prior to order.

Bradnam’s products are proudly made in Australia and designed specifically to meet all Australian conditions.

Note: Products may be subject to local variation, regulatory requirements and confirmation of structural performance.
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